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Notes from Hal’s ms entitled “Official Trashing.” UY ay 
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Overview of the WCR (pp. 1-2) He notes that about 50% of the WCR is 

biographical data on Oswald. . . w/o probative proof that he was the lone assassin — 
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Indicated how:? The first chapter of the Report (titled “Summary and ee ) a 

Conclusions”) . .. .was not that alone. It was also the Commission’s press release ~_ | 

on the Report. (This Chpt. Was published alone and sold as a paperback to the 

public). .. | need to confirm this w/ sighting of a copy. . .It is 25 pages, next to the 

shortest chapter in the 900 plus page report. . . Of these 25 pages 8 are taken up S 

with charts and pixs of the crime scene, leaving only 14 of text. That is, 14 pages Ss 

out of the 912 page official Report. This is but a third in length of Chapter a 

Oswald’s “background and Possible Motives,” and about % the length of Chapter to \ 

13, “Biography of Lee Harvey Oswald. The subject by far that draws the least ~ ® 

attention is the chapter of the assassination itself. S ‘ 

| think objectivity demands that this was the only way to convince the American - > 

public and the world that it could pin the crime on Oswald when there was not a o 

vestige of evidence of his association with the crime. This was the exercise in i 

lynching Oswald that was trotted out as the greatest criminal investigation in SS 
= 

history accomplished by unsubstantiated inferences and capture of the public and = 

media minds with carefully arranged leaks to the press of the most prejudicial = 

information. < 

Ruby did two services for the plotters: He shut Oswald’s mouth and he made it XS 

impossible to consider any other culprits. > 

P. Hal notes Sylvia Meagher’s trenchant exposure of how the federal govt. trickery 

did in any possibility of a Texas investigation of the crime. He cites her piece in 

Minority of One entitled “Wheels Within Deals: How the Kennedy ‘Investigation” 

was Organized.” *** | need to track down dealgew/ the WC’s jerking around 

Texas AG Carr and the Texas Inquiry. . .


